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Radial and Non-radiaJ.l\leasures of Technical Efficiency in
Data Envelopment Analysis: An Empirical Comparison

, "

Ah.'Itract:/n this paper we attempt to provide theoretical justifications for distinguishing and comparing
the two dejinilioflSof technical efficiency offered by Farrell and Russell. and empirically examine the two
efficiencies in the context of Indian Pig Iron and Sponge Iron Industry. The empirical analysis shows thai
the technical efficiency ratings of the problematic DMUs (those operating lIot ift the efficient subset of the
production technology) in the radial measure of Farrei/ haVe drasticallY8one down in the non-radial
Russell meaJlIre. The weightedRussell measure isproved '10he useful when slack exists and when different
inputs impact production differently. An effort has also been made to s£e how far the extremely efficient
DMUs are robust in theface of input perturbations. The results indicate that only two units are robust in
theface of input increase. under the assumption of constant returns to scale.

'to '
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1. Introduction

Technical efficiencyis basicallya success indicator and performance measure by which de:risionmakingunits

(DMUs) are evaJuated in a competitive set up. Measuring efficiency accurately and separating its effects

ITomthe effects of production environments enable one to explore the sour~s of efficiency differentials.

Knowledge of such sources is highly essential to both the public and private institutions especially for their

policies that are designed to improve performance (Loven. 1993). ;,

The term input/outputtechnicalefficiencyis definedui the.~ 'in two altenWive.~: in terms of

either radial orientation or non-radial orientation. The neo-cJasS1Catidea in terms of input radial orientation.
, ..;o':':~'\"o~,: "",

knownwidelyu the Fanellmeasureof efficiency,is that ~~lcir~ciency is one/minusmaximunifeasible

equiproportiorwereductionin aUinputsthat allo~ the:.~«production ~f output (Debreu, 1951,
. ,.' .\';,~g:'?,,:::,:,.""

Farren. 1957). Farrell's method measures technical effi ,<,,",v;i~toan isoquant pf an input set rather
,~?=V', .. i. ,

than to its efficient subset. a practice that can lead t() id .,1)MUJlS. being technically efficient when it
, '" '".., ,,' ""', "Co. ..,y'

is not. Further. the assumption of equiproportionat~ ~~~in aUinputs has been taken as a rule though
there is no a prIOri reason to measure technical efficiency radially even for homothetic technologies. This

means that there are no trade off between inputs, which is counter intuitive. Price infonnation would

generally indicate that the oppOrtunity costs of conswDption of one input over another are not the same

(Morey et al., 1990). Consequently it might be optimal to reduce inputs in non-equal proportions reflecting
'"

their differingopportunity costs: A non-~al ~oftechnical efficiency implies that a DMU is efficient

if an increase in an output requires reduction in at least one other output or an increase in at least one input,

and if a reduction in any input requires an increase in at least one other input or a reduction in at least one

other output (Koopmans, 1951). Thus a technically inefficient DMU could produce the same output with

less of at least one input, or could use the same inputs to produce more of at least one output. This measure

relates any DMU to a DMU of its efficient subset, which is clearly a subset of isoqllant for each output.
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The two definitioOiof technical efficiencyare same only when the underlying production technology that

comprises only properly enveloped units is efficient for each output, However, the production technology

can also be a more general concept to include DMUs of two types: properly enveloped and not properly

enveloped ones. It is thus weak efficient and is characterized by isoqual1tfor each output. If this is the case,

then the two definitions are likelyto be different and hence they capnot be used interchangeably. However,

we have not come across any papers in the literature that empiricallydistinguish the above two definitions of

technical efficiency. The failure to distinguish. ~een ~ two could lead to erroneous inferences. '

concerning technical efficiency.It has been argued (FAre"~ Lovell, 1978) that the non-radial measure of

efficiency is well behaved under the less restrictive technological assumption and is justified by the

dependence on Farrell's ideas of a gr~g number of empirical studies dealing with estimation of
, ,

production frontiers, which may not satisty all the stroOgtechnological ~mptions under whicJrFarTell's

ideas are valid. This paper aims at bringing out the distinction between these two concepts of technical,

efficiency,based Dnan empirical study.
", ;'~'"

i L , '

Currently, ~'are two sets of methods for estimB.ting,efficiency:econometric frontier productioQ.function,
I ' , - ',jjj;:<'"

and data ervelopment analySis (l)EA). ~ econometric approach ~ frontier estimation fails to distinguish, ' "-

between tije, two concepts of technical effici~cy thoush,there have been significant improvements in its

methodology during the past thirty years. Rather, the'literatUregive an illusion that the two concepts are one
, '. "~"," '>,' ~'./!:f"~';>1:;:',"";';"" '

and the same. 'ne non-parmnetric~'orD~<ori~tf~ by Charnes et oJ. (1978, 1979), is. ", "'":~."",,-,,,~~,~; "':;:J"';""""";')p'~,..~,"

known as the CCR model after Cbarn~':~w,:id RhOdeS2ttk~extendedlater by Banker et al. (1984)
" , ;" i" J',~';';. ".!:~:,(""",'p;J< ";'.,".",,"', ,

and thiSexteI1dc!d',lnodeii$bownas,~~~;\tAOdeL~e;{'}@F' Charnes,and Cooper. These non-
0" .' .,' ",..'.'7':;'>C"C"'4""":J"""'""",~"",,,,, ,

parametricniod.bave maDa8eriat~~~~lorl~6~~.~ gearedto makingthe bestuse of on-
, ","f 'f "" ';'Ji",.' "', "l"',;')X';'.'i.\,.'J',;-, "fi;"? >';'Jij,y:'",v,

band rescurces within.;,theJ'UbIi~~r,priva,~,~~'Organi~.AtioDS;,/fhese models also help in differentiating
" ',"" .. ",r;t.. ;,~,:,'J"<",\;"{!;;\":tJi,;,:,j1,.";iJB.r!;,,,'i:""Y<!S\iP,,,,"',"i'{I,,,<,i';"",.,:i

and comparing betWeen..#1eiwO~v~,definitj.9DS~O Er ", ; c&Iefficiency. Since DEA is very sensitive
, ',', , .. , ..' "',' """, ..', '" '. '.. '",'r>"

""!~it~>~~'=i"!fen:~~~~y~~thJl~l..,~~~~ what turn out to beDEA efficientunits,

we are intereStedin~ofui~t~ and~Puts of emCiciJDMUspreservingefficiency.

\.

'-

, '

The ~,o(this paper is as follows: Section 2 gives an overall theoretical background of production
';"", :,,", , '

teclmOlo8Y.ind describes how DBA can be utilized to (1) measure and compare technical efficiency in both
"~"'" ,

Farrell and Koopmans sense, and (2) study ~tivity analysis of ~emely efficient DMUs. Section 3 deals
.. .. .. ",<Vb".;.,';"'< ,

.. withthe empirical'applicationto real"lifedata from IndianPig Iron and SpongeIron industryfor the year
", 't", ,,:i,

1995.SectiOQ4 gives a summaryof the work.

"
\

2. The Theoretical Background

/

2.1 The ReferenceTechnology

Let us consider a sample of JDMUs from an industry producing a vector of N outputs (y) from a vector of

... ".
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M inputs (x). Let B denote thc' (f x N) matrix of observed outputs and let A denote the 0 x A-f)matrix of

observed inputs The individual elements ofN, denoted Yo measure the quantity of the nt11output produced

by the l DMU, while individual elements oeM, denoted xim, measure the employment level of the mt11input

used by the jt11DMU A production technology that transforms the input vector x to the output vector y can

be represented by the output set P(x), the input set L(y), or the graph of the technology GR(x,y).

The output set, P(x)d denotes the set of all output vectors that are obtainable fTom,the input vector x.'

Symbolically,

P(x) = {y: (x,y) E GR} ... .(1)

-

The input set, L(y), denotes the collection of all input vectors x that yield at least the output ,vector y.

Mathematically,

L(y) = {x: (x,y) E GR} (2)

The graph of technology, GR(x, y), is the collection ofall feasible input-output vectors, i.e.,

GR(x,y) = {(x,y): x E L(y)}

= {(x,y): y E P(x)} ... ..(3)

Let us further assume that L(y) has~ following properties:

1. L(y) exhibits strong disposability (also called tree disposability)with respect to the inputs. That is, if. . . ..
X E L(y) andy 5 y, then x E L(y <).(y 5 Y represents that every element of the vector y ISsmaller

than or equal td the corresponding element of the vector y).

2. L(y) exhibits strong disposability with respect to the outputs. That is, if x E L(y) and x' 5x, then

x* E L(y). U

"

3. L(y) is a convex set. That is, xo, Xl E L(y) => yxO + (J-rJXl E L(y), (0 5y 5/J.

These assumptions also hold good for the graph of technology and the output set.

'"
<>

There are two subsets of L(y) which are of special interest. First, the isoquant for ()utput bundle y can be

defined as

-

L(y) ={x:xEL(y);(kflL(y): gE[D,!)} (4)

The isoquant consists of all input bundles such that any proportionate reduction in all the inputs would

render the specified output infeasible. But a reduction in one or several inputs, but not all, is not ruled out
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The other subset is the' efficient' bundles of outputs which is itself a subset of the isoqllan/. This can be

defined as

L.(y) = {x: x E L(y);x' ~ x,x' eo L(y)} .(5)

It implies that when an input-output vector is efficient, it is the minimal input vector, in the sense that any

reduction in any individualinput will render the specifiedoutput infeasible.
0

All the efficiency measures have, in common, the feature that they gauge the efficiency of an individual

DMU relative to a 'best practice' frontier. Such a frontier is constructed as a piecewise-li~ear envelopment"

of the data generated by the set of all DMUs in the referent group. So if the input set L(y) is assumed to be

piecewise linear, then the technology satisfyingconstant returns to scale (CRS) and assumptions made earlier

with it can be written as

L(y: CRS,S) ={x: y ~ A.{J,AA~ x} (6)

and similarly, the technology with similar set of assumptions satisfying variable returns to scale (VRS) can be

written as

L(y: VRS,S) = {x: y ~ AB,AA ~ x,)J = I} ... ..:(7)

where CRS and VRS denote constant returns to scale and variable returns to scale respectively, S denotes

strong disposabilityand I is the sum (column) vector with 1 as the value of each of its elements. A similar

piecewise-linear frontier can be constructed for the output set and the graph of the technology.

2.2 Farren Efficiency
The function

~(yi.,xi.) = min (O:OxE L(yi :CRS,S)}

is called the (CRS, S) Input Measure of Technical ~d Scale Efficiency of DMUj. O' E J).

computed as the solution for the following linearprogramming'problem (Charnes et al., 1978):

F;(yJ.,xJ.: CRS,S) = min,t.oO

SJ.yi. ~ J.B

M ~ Ox}.

A~O

(J can be

(8)

This describes the Farrell measure of technical and scale efficiency. It strives to maximize the proportional

decrease in all inputs while remaining within the envelopment surface (production technology set). The

(CRS,S) measure F,(j., )/": CR.">',S),illustr~ted-in Figure I, measures the efficiency of )/" in the production
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of./ by computing the ratio of the largest possible contraction of x}' in I(/' ..CRS,.\J to itself i.e., F, (I',

X) = FlY', x'.. CRS,S). x' x'. This clearly shows F,(j', X) to be the ratio of two distances along the

same ray. Clearly, a proportional decrease is possible until at least one of the excess input varIables is

reduced to zero. So a score of unity for 0 indicates technical efficiencyin the Farrell sense even if there are

slacks in some of the inputs (but not all) in the input vector x'. The point R (O*x'j, (}*X'Y in Figure 1 has

Farrell efficiency rating of 1 though there remains slack in the input Xl.
0

--------------------

INSERT Figure 1

---------------------------

As pointed out by Fare and Lovell (1978) there are some difllculties with the Farrell's measure. Firstly, it

measures technical efficiency relative to an isoquant rather than to an efficient subset - a practice that can

lead to the identification of a unit as being technically efficie!ltwhen it is not. Secondly, it is constant which

rules out factor substitutions between inputs. This ~lI1Ji1ion is always maintained even for homothetic

technologies. In spite of these limitations, Farrell measure of technical efficiencyhas been widely used in the

empirical studies since it satisfies several nice properties such as first. it is homogeneous of degree -1 in

. inputs, second, it is weakly monotonically decreasing, and finally it is invariant with resJ>eCtto changes in

<unitsof measurement, which are noted originally by Shephard (1970) and in an efficiency m~ment

context, by Fare and Lovell (1978), Bol (1986, 1988) and Russell (1985, 1988, 1990).

2.3 Koopmans Eflirit"DQ'

The problem arises in the CCR model regarding the efficiency score when DMUs are not properly

. enveloped, ie., when some DMUs are operating jUsLon and/or above the ~~rizontal.lineof the isoquant in

Figure 1. Let us take the input vector R (dx/. flxf) in Figure 1. It is efficient in the CCR model even

though there is slacks in input XI.Various models (Charne!let ai, (1992), Chang and Guh (1991), Fare and

Lovell (1978), Green et al. (1996) and Chames et ai, (l98?) are 8Ug8ested.formeasuring the efficiency of

'. problematic DMUs operating outside the efficient subset cone generated by the points Cand D in the

technology set We have used the Russell measwe (Fare and Lovell (19780),Russell (1985), Fare et al.

(1994» which is basically non-radial in nature. It seeks, for each DMU, the maximumfeasible contraction in..,
all inputs for a given output and maximum feasible expansion in all outputs with given iI!Puts.This model

. labels a DMU as being efficient if and only if it bel~ngs to the efficient ~~bset L '(y) of input set L(y), i.e., if

there is no input/output slack.

The function

M

RMlYo,x}O :CRS,S) =minIfJm/M: <8..xtpzX/, Bmxm}')E uy :CRS,S)
",..1

is called the (CRS, S) Russell Meas~re .of Technical and Scale Efficiency of DMUj' This measure can be
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computed as the solution to the linear programmingproblem (Fare el aI., 1994):

.11

RA~<Y.,ro :C~S)=(l/M)min;../J Zjlm
m I (9)

.I

SlY"}. $ IJtl.J.v' ",n= l,2, N
pi

0
J

I:Jtl.Jx'. $O",x,./",m= l,2, /vf
}el

O<Om $1.1} ~O

This measure is illustrated in Figure I. As shown in the figure. the Russell measure allows for a non-

proportional reduction in each positive input and permits an input vector to shrink all the way back to the

efficient subset. Let us consider the input vector P (,I) in tfc.etechnology set L(j : CRS. S). Its efficiencycan

be achieved by, reducing the input vector ,1° to the point D ({/}x/. (fjX}). The output measures of

technical efficiency can be similarlyshown on the figure.

Similarly, both radial and non-radial measures of technical efficiency can be compared with respect to

technology exhibiting variable returns to scale. The former measure of efficiency is computed from BCC

model' whereas the latter measure is from the Russell (VRS) model. These two ,models are very much

different trom their earlier counterparts, in that convexity constraints are relaxed. These two measures are

also illustrated in the Figure I. Here the variable returns to scale technology represented by the input set L(j

: VRS, S) is superimposed in the constant returns to scale technology, L(/ : CRS. S). This means that the

VRS boundary is literally contained or nested within the CRS boundary. The radial measure (VRS.S) indicates

the efficiency of yj° (denoted by the point P) in the production of Jo by contracting all the inputs

. eqwpr9portionately to the point Q characterized by the input vector ({/x/*. (/x}) whereas in the non-radial
<;

measure the efficiency is achieved by contracting the i~put vector ,1° (P) non-proportionally to the point B

(Oo/x/, (}ojXj) in the efficient subset of the production technology characterized by the facet AB. A general

relationship governing the efficiency scores and the scale characteristics of the estimated boundary is

apparent here. For a given performance, a nested technology implies a higher technical efficiency score than

a non-nested counterpart. This is a qualitative ranking of technical efficiencyof a unit, which is of important
~

practical relevance.

2.4 A Comparison of Radial and Non-Radial Measure of Technical Efficiency

In general, the radial and the non-radial measure do not assign the same efficiency value to a given input

vector :1°E L(j ..CRS/VRS.S), but it is true that both measures give efficiency rating I for input vector :1°

only when :I' belongs to the efficient subset L' (j : CRS/VRS. S) as defined in equation 5. It is due to the

fact that l'lY", :i"..CR5,'iVRS,,)'j relates :i"E LrY.. T7?S.,)'jradially to an element of isoqlla111L(;/ : CRS 17?S.

S), whereas RM, (Y". :i" ..CRS 1RS.,)'j relates:i" E LrY°.. CRS'VRS.S) nonradially to an element of efficient
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subset L' ()I: CR/iVRS, S).

Both measures are graphically illustrated in Figure 1. Let us consider the input vector x' E 1.(/ :

CRSIJ.7?S,S)In thiscase,RM,()I', /: CRS,S)comparesx' withanypointonthe efficientsubset~fthe input

set,L{)I': CRS,S),characterizedby the lineCD whereasF, ()I', x' ..CRS,S)relatesit withthe point({lx/,

(lx/). But, for xl' E L{)I' ..CRS,S), the radial measure compares x' with ({lx/, (lxjJ which belongs to
0

the isoquant, L{JI' ..CRS/VRS,S), with some slack of input Xl. The Russell measure eliminates,thisslack by

comparing ,I' with {(lJ xl', (/2 x/) that belongs to the efficient subset of input set, L' (JI ..CRS,S). It is

thus geometrically clear that, in general,

0 S RM; (JI', x' ..CRS/VRS,S) SF; (j', ,I' :"CRS/VRS,S) Sl ~

A notable feature of the Farren measure of technical efficiency is that 1t does not coincide with Koopmans'

definition of technical efficiency. Koopmans' definition is stringent. requiring simultaneous membership in

both efficient subsets, while the Farren measure only requires membership in an isoquant. Th~s Farrell

measure correctly identifies all Koopmans-efficient producers as being technically efficient, and also

identifies as being technically efficient any other producers located on an isoquant outside the cone spanned

bY,theefficient subset.

'"

The practical significance of this distinction depends on how many observations lie outside the efficient

subset. However, the problem of distinguishingthe two definition disappears in much econometric analysis,

in which the parametric functional form used to represent production technology (e.g., Cobb-Douglas)

imposes the assumption of equality between isoquant and efficient subsets, md eliminates slacks by

. assuming it away. But the problem is deemed significant in practice in data envelopment analysis approach

and much effort has been put in the Iiteaature to suggest possible remedies. The fiNt possible remedy is

suggested in the additive model of Charnes et al. (1985) land latter in the extended additive model of

Chames et al. (1987). The non-radial multiplicative measure ot Fare and Lovell (1978) is suggested as a
0

possible remedy. This measure, however, has its own problems (Bol (1986, 1988), Russell (1985, 1988».

The most widely used measures (Charnes et al. (1978), AIi (1989, 1991» that com~ine the Farrell radial

measure and any remaining slacks into a single measure of technical efficiency have been proposed as a

possible remedy. However, the various combination measure~ have flaws of their own (Boyd and Fare

(1984), Fare and Hunsaker (1986». It is to be noted here that each of the suggested measure has the great

virtue of guaranteeing that an unit is efficient if and only if it belongs to the efficient subset of the production

technology. Finally, if prices are available and economic efficiency can be calculated, then the suggested

measure as a possible remedy is the measure of economic efficiency (either in the form of cost efficiency

and/or revenue efficiency) where there is no such distinction between the definition and the measure of

economic efficiency.
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A problem which has often cropped up in the DEA literature is concerned with whether the efficiency of a

unit (say, DMUJ,) which is not in the region of the efficient subset of the production technology, is to be

evaluated against the point ({/, x/, (/] xl) or against the points on the linear extrapolation of the segment

CD in the direction of the point D towards the input Xlaxis of the CCR efficient frontier (See Figure I). The

Russellmeasureof efficiencydealswith the evaluationagainstthe point ({/, x/, ()'.'xl). Green el al.

(1996) have discussed the process of evaluation of the DMUs (operating not on the region of the efficient

technology)againstthe pointon the linearextrapolationof the segmentCDof the CCRefficienttrontier.

2.5 Weighted Russen Measure of Efficiency
.,

The potential problem of the FarreIl measure arises when there exists slacks in some but not all of tl}einputs

after radial efficiency is achieved. Fare and Lovell (1978) not only recognized this problem but provided a

solution by introducing the nonradial Russell measure of efficiency. Also, an alternative method is suggested

in the study of Ruggiero (1996). In the presence of slacks, rather than detemlining maximum radial

reduction in all inputs holding output constant, the RusseIl measure minimizes the unweighted ~thmetic

mean of proportional reductions in all individualinputs. Let us consider the Figure 2.
------ -- --------------

INSERT FIGURE 2

------------------------------

DMU A is FarreIl efficient, achieving Fj = J. This results because DMU A is compared to itself in the

solution of DEA model (8). The RusseIl measure, on the other hand, allows non-radial contraction of inputs

and hence, compares A to B. Solution to nonradial model results in a RusseIl measure RMj = O.83.1his

solution is obtained trom ()j= J and O2= 2/3, i.~. A is ~fficient in the use ofxj but inefficient in the use ofx2

relative to B. Using RusseIl measure, B and D are efficient, while A, C and E are not. It is to be noted here

that Farrell and Russell measure of efficiencyfor DMU C are the same since no additional slacks exists after

radial reduction is achieved. It is clear that the Russell measure appears to provide a solution to the problem

of additional slacks that is inherent in the FarreIl measure. This solution, however, requires an implicit00 .

assumption that all have the equal factor shares in the production process, i.e. all inputs equaIIy effect the
0

level of potential production. It is to be noted here tlaat both Farrell measure of efficiency for DMUs A and

E are the same. In this case, DMUs A a!ld E are efficient in only one input and equally inefficient iI'ithe

other. This lead to equivalent Russell measured for these two DMUs. As discussed earlier, A is compared to

B in the solution of nonradial model. Likewi<se,E is evaluated relative to D, which uses the same amount of

"

Xl but two thirds as much ofxj.

The problem with the Russell measure is shown in Figure 2, where the true (but unknown) isoquall/s are

superimposedon the piecewiselinear isoqualll.The true isoqllall/sare generated trom the production

function y X/4 x/ '4 As is seen from Figure 2, while all DMUs produce the same level of output, the
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efficient amount of output differs for all DMUs. DMU B, which is Koopmans efficient, can produce the least

amount of output (/) given its input usage. DMU E could have produced the most amount of output fJ!)

given its high level of X/. This is interesting because the Russell measure identifies DMUs A and E equally

efficient and more efficient than DMU C. As shown, DMU C is more ineffi<;ientthan DMU A but more

efficient than DMU E. Consequently, both the Farrell and Russell measures fail to rank the DMUs properly.

The failure of the Russell measure can be attnDuted to the invalid' assumption of equal weights when

different inputs impact output differently in the production process. Ruggiero and Bretschneider (1998)

extended the important model of Thanassoulis and Dyson (1992), which is motivated by the preferred input

and output levels where each DMU can assign weights based on its preferences, to accommodate the excess

slack inherent in the Farrell measure without assuming equal factor weights. Weights are not cbosen to

achieve prefe~ target levels but rather to recognize the possibility of differential factor weights in the

production process. Weights are obtained from the empirical estimate of production function, through

regression technique. The Weighted Russell measure can be computed from the following LP model of

Ruggiero and Bret~hneider (1998) as
M

WRM;<y.,xi.: VRS,S) = minJ.,BLa1",O",
",=1 ... ...(10)

J

s.t.y/ ~ LAI. JyJ..,n = 1,2, ,N
J=I <

J
'" '. u/ J.
.~)./ Jr", ~ O",x",,m = 1,2, ,M
j=1
J

'" AI.-I~ j-
j=1

0 < 0", ~ 1,Aj ~ 0

This LP model results in a Weighted Russell measure of technical efficiency, where it is assumed that the

weights are known a priori. The solution of this model does' not necessarily result in a maximum score of

unity. There are two ways, as suggested by Ru~ero and Bretschneider (1998), to convert the measure so

that the maximum observed efficiency is unity: by adjusting the weights to sum to unity prior to

measurement or by dividing the score from his model by the maximum observed efficiency.

2.6 Sensitivity Analysis

Since DEA is a data based approach, a study of sensitivity of efficiency is essential. Let us consider a DMU

whose input-output vector is (O.x/, O.x/- t.;I). Let it replace another DMU whose input-output vector is

(O.x/, O.x/, I). Here 6"is an arbitrarily small positive quantity (See Figure I). Now the isoquant L(I :

CRS,S) changes, and, consequently, the replacing DMU would be efficient. Thus, a slight change in the use

ofx2, by an amount 1>,attributed to a measurement error or noise (say), results in a change in the efficiency
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score. In general, DEA may remain robust to some perturbations in the data while it may be sensitive to

others (Nunamaker, 1985).

In this paper we investigate the extent of change in the efficiency of extremely efficient (efficient in the

Koopmans sense) DMUs due to change in their inputs. An efficient DMU is considered to be robust to a

given increase in inputs if it remains efficient even after the change occurs in its input. This paper focuses on

proportional increase in all inputs, since decrease in inputs cannot worsen an efficient DMU. The model by

Zhu (1996) excludes the DMUj. O.E J) under evaluation while investigating the effect of such

equiproportionate increase in all inputs of the DMUj.. As Lewin and Minton (1986) point out, this kind of

sensitivity analysis is important for establishingthe robustness of efficiencyscores. This model helJ)"sto find

out the range over which DMUj. remains efficientafter the change in its inputs.

The Model:

The robu'stnessmode~ discussed below, focuses on upward proportional variations of subset (S) of inputs.
-:.' ""

The maximum amount of change allowed in the input for DMlTj.is

-,
'1'-

oXJ. =dx j. d~1 meS.. .., ,
J.

=x.. ,m~S (ll)

Thus, the modified input-based CCR modelI developed by Zhu (1996) is

mmp (12). J

- ~ 1 j < j. Ss.t. £"/"jX", - fIX", ,m e
j=I,j,,-j.
J

LAr,'/ ~ x",j.,m ~ S
j=I,j"-j.

~A j~ j. .!
~ j,/" y",n - 1,2, , N

-£=I,j"-j.

Aj'P ~ 0
0

The optimal solution to (12), denoted by p., determines the extent to which an efficient for DMUj. remains

efficient after the proportional increase (11) in inputs takes place.

.
3.
3.1

The Empirical Application

TheData

, .

This study uses data on inputs and outputs of 15 companies representing approximately the whole Indian Pig

Iron and Sponge Iron industry for the year 1995. A single output (gross value added) and four inputs - raw

I This model is based on constant returns to scale since allowing variable returns to scale make the solutions
infeasible, as pointed out by Zhu (1996) -
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materials, energy, labor and capital- are considered. AIl the data necessary for this study were taken fTom

data package CIMM of the Centre for Monitoring Indian Economy, Bombay. The output, i.e., gross value

added consists of wages, lease-rent, interest, depreciation, net-profit and tax. Since the number of workers is

not available unit-wise, we have taken, for input, total wages and salaries for labor instead of a proxy for

labour. The capital input is given by total depreciation plus profit relative to the total assets (i.e., fixed assets

+ working capital) employed. Thus, the capital input for any particular period is computed as the sum of
" 0

dePreciation for that period and current assets employed times the return on assets in the base period

(Sumanth, 1985).

3.2 CCR, BCC and Russell (CRS & VRS) LP Model '"

In our case, J = 15, the number of firmslDMUs.The number of inputs M = 4, and the number of outputs N

= 1. The decision variables are the shadow prices AI>AJ, ,AJ'" and the reduction factors are 0 in the

CCR and BCC mode~ and OJ, OJ,OJand. 04 in the Russell CRS and VRS model. We are required to

minimize the objective functions Ft or, ~ : CRSIVRS,S} (i.e., equation 8), and RMt (j., ~ : CR£/VRS,S)

(i.e., equation 9) subject to the respective constraints. We have used the DEA software DEAP (version 3.1)

. as well as LP software LINDO to solve the LP models.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Comparisons of Radial and Non-radial Measures of Efficiency

The input-output data are used to compute the Farrell and the Koopmans measure of technical efficiency.

Table I gives the results of the Farrell's model.

INSERT Table I

/
Thefirstcolumnof TableI givesthe serialnumberofDMUs.The'secondcolumn,representinge, showsthe

efficiency level of the DMUs. Thus, DMU. has efficiency rating of 0.438. It implies that about 56% (= (1 -
0.438) .100) of the observed input could be reduced while maintainingthe present level of output. The third

column of Table-l represents Ap and indica~s the serial number of peer-group (reference-group) DMUs

against whom the efficiency of DMUj is compared. Another ipterpretation of ')..{is that the DMUj 's fTontier

output is a convex combination of the outputs of the peer-group DMUs against whom the efficiency of

DMUj is evaluated. In case of DMU.. for example, the DMUs 2 and 8 constitute the peer-group. Similar

interpretations. also hold for the rest of the DMUs in the production technology. It is evident fTom this

column that the peer group does not necessarily consist of only one DMU. So in the case of peer group

consisting of more than one DMU, the problem could be one of choosing a single DMU in the peer group

against whom the efficiency of a DMU under evaluatipn is judged. Here the absolute values of ')..'sof the.
respective DMUs in the peer group are u6ed in deciding the single referent DMU. The largest value of A.
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determines the DMU in the peer group with which the DMU under evaluation is the closest. Table-l shows

that DMU1 has the single referent DMU. as the A.value ()/8 = 1.118) corresponding to the unit.8 is the

highest among all its peer-group DMUs. Similar interpretations can be given for the remaining DMUs. The

input and output slacks are presented in the fourth column. Here we find that slacks present in case of all

inefficient DMUs whereas they disappear for all efficient units. The ranking of the DMUs (represented in

the last dblumn) is based on the efficiency ratings in descending order of magnitude. It gives the relative

perfonnance position of the DMUs in the production technology of the Indian Pig Iron and Sponge Iron

Industry in 1995.

The results of input-oriented model of CCR reported in Table 1, reveals that three out of 15 DMus are

efficient with their corresponding A.values as 1. These efficientunits (2, 8 and 10) constitute the vertices of

the nontier production technology. For the inefficientDMU.. the DMUs 2 and 8 constitute the peer group.

It means that the projected input-output vector of DMU1 is a convex hull of the observed input:-output

vectors ofDMUs 2 and 8. And its inefficiencyis quantified by 56%, implyingthat 56% of its observed input

vector could have been reduced to achieve the given output. Similar interpretations hold good for other

. inefficientDMUs.The units2, 8 and 10are on the referentplanefor units3, 4, 5, 6, 7,9, 12,and 15. The

units 2 and 10 constitute the peer group for units 11 and 14, and finally the unit 8 aIqDCforms the peer

group for the unit B.In case of peer group consisting of more than one DMU, the singlereferent DMUs are

8 and 10 the DMUs 1,3,4, 5, 6, 7, 12, 13, 15, and 9, 11, and 14 under evaluation, respectively.

\

It is to be noted that a DMU may be efficient even if it has some input slack. Fortunately, our results show

that there aCeno input slacks for these three efficient units. But, a closer examination of the efficiency

estimateS of all the inefficientunits in the CCR model reveal that they are evaluated against the points on the
". . -

isoquant characterized by a subset of the input set for each output. It is clearly evident nom their projected
- I

input levels that they have each slack in their inputs when compared to their nearest point on the efficient

subset of production technology. The relevant question that can be asked,now is that had there been some

DMUs operating on these projected points, they would have been efficient in the Farrell's sense. It is due to

the fact that the radial measure of Farrell drives each input vector equiproportionately towards "the;soquant

of the input set for each output. The problem with the Farrell's measure is that it' gives higher efficiency

rating for both efficient and inefficient units which are not operating on the efficient subset of the production

technology. In the Koopmans (CRS) modeL however, this problem does not occur. The results of the

Koopmans (CRS) model are reported in Table 2.

Unlike the earlier models, Russell's CRS model has four reduction factors ()j for input Xl, (}2for input X2, ();

for input X; and (}4for input X4since it is non-radial in nature. These vectors show that for the unit j, inputs

Xj and X2could be reduced to ()jXj and ()]X2respectively without affecting its specified volume of production.
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The other terms in Table 5.2 do not need any further interpretations.
------------
INSERT Table 2

Table 2 reveals the effect of change in model orientation (trom radial to non-radial). As seen in this table,

only ~units (2, 8, and 10) are on the ftontier production technology and are thus efficient; and the

remaining ones are inefficient. These three units were also efficient in the radial CCR model. As expected,

for aU the inefficient units which are not properly enveloped by the production technology, L(y), the

, efficiencyratings have been drastica11yreduced rompared to the C~ model. And also, the input and output

slacks for aUthe units (both efficient and inefficient) are aUzero: since the Koopmans measure relates a unit

to a unit of the efficient subset of the isoquan,t.

Let us now turn to compare both radial and non-radial measures of efficiency with respect to technology

exIu"bitingvariable returns to scale. The results,are reported in Table 3 and Table 4.

. INSERT Table 3 and Table 4

In both these measures, ,~ixunits (2, 5, 6, 8, 10, 13) are found to be efficient. As expected, the inefficient

units in the.radial BCC model have slacks in their input-output vectors whereas slacks disappear in the non-

radial Koopmans (VRS) modet. And for these inefficient units which are not property enveloped by the

production teChnology, the efficiency ratings in the Koopmans (VRS) model have been drastica11ygone

doWnComparedto the BCC model. This observation conforms to the general theoretical result:

., '",- RM rY. x8 : CRSIVRS.S) 5F, rY.:r-: CRSIJIRS,S)

\

3.3.2 Comparisons of Radial and Non-radial Measures ~fProjected Inputs

. Let us now consider the case where a DMU manager compares his currentoemploymentinput and projected

input levels. The projected input levels are the extent to which the current input levels could be reduced

without rendering the continued production of output infeasible. It has a managerial decision-making

orientation, geared towards the efficient utilization of resources. The Farrell's model is used to find out the

projected input levels given in the Table 5, whereas Table'6 reports the results of the Russell's CRS modeL.
which is used to estimate efficiency in the Koopmans sense. Table 5 shows that there is no difference

between the projected and current level of inputs of DMUs 2, 8, and 10, as they are efficient. For the

inefficient units, the projected input levels are less than those of their current values. In case of inefficient

unit I, the current employment levels of aU four inputs are 33.67, 3.18, 3.25 and 28.94, whereas its

projected levels are 14.75, 1.39, 1.42 and 12.68 respectively. The remaining DMUs can also be interpreted

in a similar fashion.
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-------------------------------

INSERT Table 5

- ---------------

In case of Russell's CRS model, it is found ITomTable 6 that for the efficient units 2, 8, and 10, projected

and current input levels are the same. But for the inefficientunits, the projected input levelsare no longer the

same as their current values"A closer look at these two measures reveals that there is certainly a difference

in estimates of projected input vectors. And this difference will be there so long as the isoquant is not equal

to its efficient subset.

--- ------~--- ---
INSERT Table 6 ,.

------------------------------

Now let us compare the projected input vectors obtained ITom both radial and non-radial measures

characterized by the VRS technology. These are reported in Table 7 and Table 8.
------- -- ~--------------

INSERT Table 7 and Table 8

--- ---------------------- -----------

The observations obtained ITomthese two VRS models are similar to those ITomtwo CRS models.

J.J.J Comparison of Radial and Non-radial Peer Groups

When a production technology in the competitive set up comprises a large number of DMUs operating at

various scales, it would be difficult on the part of a particular inefficient DMU to look for its peer group

DMUs ~ainst whom it wiil compare its efficiency.The DEA model helps to identifYthe reference groups

for the inefficient units. Table 9 reports the DMUs along with their peer groups in both the Farrell and the

Koopmans (CRS) sense. As seen "from the Farrell measure, DMU6 alone constitutes the peer group for

DMU13;DMUs 2,8, and 10 form the peer group for DMUs 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 12, and 15; DMUs 2 and 10 are

the peer group for DMUs I I and 14; and DMUs 2 and 8 are the peer group for DMUt. But the efficient

DMUs 2, 8 and 10 are the peer groups for themselves since they are on the vertices of the ITontier

production technology. Among the peer groups consisting of more than one unit, the single referent DMU is

mostly the unit 8 except for the inefficientunits 9, 11 and 14. The single referent DMU, in case ofDMUs.9,

11arid14 is the unit 10.

-------------------------------------------------

INSERT Table 9 AND Table 10

----- -- ----

The results for the Koopmans (CRS) model reveal that DMUg alone is the peer group for units I, 3, 6, 7, 12,

I3 and 15, whereas along with DMU2, it constitutes the peer group for unit 4. And DMU2 alone is the peer

group for units 5, 9, 11 and 14. So far as the single referent DMUs of the peer groups are concerned, the
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DMUs is found to be the only unit against whom the efficiency of the inefficient units are evaluated. Both

the models agree on the same conclusion that the dominant peer unit 8 is the same for units 1,3,6, 7, 12, 13

and 15 whereas they vary substantiallyfor the units 4, 5, 9, 11 and 14. Another interesting observation fj-om

the comparison of both these models is that the peer group size in the Koopmans (CRS) model is small as

compared to the Farrell model.

<>

The short-run comparison of peer groups (represented in Table 10) between BCC (VRS) and Koopmans

(VRS) models leads us to make the similarobservations as made in long-run comparison. Here the dominant

peers in the BCC model are mostly the units 8 and 5 whereas it is only unit 8 in the Koopmans (VRS)

model. The peer group size in the Koopmans (VRS) model is small compared to in the BCC model.",-

Given that the differences between the CRS and VRS results are appreciable, it is importanrto examinehow

this might affect the usefulness and interpretation of DEA in setting technical efficiencystandard and targets

of the firms in the Indian Pig Iron and Sponge Industry. In particular, some reconciliation of.the large,

differences in efficiency status between two sets of results is required. One of the most useful arguments in

- this regard is the interpretation of DEA efficiency found in the work of Grosskopf and Valdmanis (1987).

Essentially they argue that the CRS technology should be interpreted as reflecting long-run performance

possibilities whereas the VRS ~ption indicates feasible attainments in the short run. On the basis of the

long-run CRS the volume of inputs required for given production will be smallerthan those suggested by the

short-run VRS technology. The CRS targets are effectively adjustments towards long-run equilibria, i.e., the

minimumpoint of a U-shaped average cost curve. So, in the short run, cost incurred on the volume of inputs

Q$edwill be greater than that in the long run.

.

;,

The problem of the praCtitioners is not then in deciphering two seemingly contradictory sets of resu1ts on

efficiencystatus, but in the initialchoice of technology assumption. Once this is motivated, the nature of bias

imparted to the efficiency measure is explicable a priori. In particular the CRS results can be taken as.
indicators of the proximity of the plants to a long-run notion of best practice. It follows that the finding of

fewer examples of best practice (3 out of 15 plants) is to be expected fj-omthe CRS result because the long-.

run cost attailUBentsare expected to be lower than those set by best practice in the short run. ~ogously, a

larger share of cross section (6 out of 15 plants) is efficient in the short run.

3.3.4 Weigbted Russell Results

In order to measure efficiencyusing the Weighted Russell measure, it is necessary to provide the weights. As

pointed out by Ruggiero and Bretschneider (1998), the existence of technical inefficiency could bias the

parameter estimates because the independent variables are correlated with the error term. We therefore

employed OLS regression to the sample of only Koopmans efficient units to estimate the production
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function. Although the results are not reported, OLS regression was run to the full data set but there was a

difference in estimates compared to those obtained by applying OLS to only Koopmans efficientunits. This

difference in estimates certainlyattributes to inefficiency.
- ---- -----------
INSERT TABLE 11

---------

We employed four different functional fOnDSto a sample of six Kopmans efficient units. The results are

reported in Table 11. It was found in all the cases that the null hypothesis of CRS is no more valid. The

Weighted Russell measure of efficiency was th~ calculated for each set of weights obtained nom four

different production functions. This measure of efficiencyprovides a summary measure of inefficiencythat

incorporates not only he excess input usage identified by the Farrell measure but also the additional slack

that exists in individualinputs. That is why this measure provides a measure ofKoopmans efficiency.

INSERT TABLE 12

---------
Table 12 analyzes the performance of each measure based on three criteria, mean and standard deviation of

the absolute difference between true and measured efficiency,and the rank correlation of the measured and

true efficiency.These performance measures were calculated for both the CRS and VRS DEA models and

for each of four different production functions. The first measure, the mean of the absolute difference

between the measured and true efficiencyprovides a measure of the proximity of the measure on average to

the true efficiency.The standard deviation of this absolute difference provides a measure of variabilitywithin

a sample. Lower standard deviations are preferred. The final measure, Spearman's rank correlation between

measured and true efficiency, is perhaps the most important since it captures the ability to correctly rank

observation. A high rank correlation suggests that the measure performs well in identifYingdifferential

inefficiency.

It is found nom Table 12 that the Weighted.Russell measure achieved the highest rank correlation of the

measured and true efficiencyfor both DEA models in most of the Cases. This was, however, expected nom

our above discussion. But the Farrell measure outperformed both Weighted Russell and Russell measures in

all the cases using the mean absolute difference criterion and in most of the cases using standard deviation

criterion. Under both CRS and VRS assumptions, the Farrell measure had a lower mean absolute difference

and lower standard deviation relative to Russell and Weighted measures. This calls into question the

advantage of using - Russell measure when input slacks exist and - Weighted Russell measure when the

inputs have differential importance in the production process. This result may be due to the fact that our

Farrell efficient units do not have slacks but the slacks remain there in the peers of the inefficient units

identified by Farrell measure.
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3~3.4 Results for Sensitivity Analysis

The results for both radial CCR and non-radial Russell measure under CRS agree on the one conclusionthat

only three units, 2, 8 and 10, are efficient in the Koopmanssense, though the results substantially vary in

other respects (e.g., in respect of efficiencyratings and projected input-output vectors).
--- ------

INSERT Table 13

-----
Table 13 shows that DMU2 is robust over input ranges ITom292.43 to 676.073 of input XI, fTom89.03 to

205.83 of input X2, fTom 6.20 to 14.334 of XJ and ITom 178.68 to 413.093 of input X~. DMU. remains

efficient over input ranges fTom 12.90 to 26.434 of input Xl. fTom 1.16 to 2.377 of input x], fTolR0.53 to

1.086 ofxJ and fTom10.78 to 22.09 of input x~. Finally, DMUIOis robust over input ranges fTom16.37 to

96.502 Qfinput Xl. ITom1.16 to 6.838 of input X2.ITom4.99 to 29.416 ofxJ and ITom0.43 to 2.535 of input

X~.Here the index for input subset (S) for DMU2. DMU. and DMUlo takes all the inputs into consideration,

i.e.. S = (1. 2. 3. 4). 1'Jteimplicationis that each of the three DMUs preserves its efficiencywithin the stated

increase in input range.

4. Summary

,Two dominant views exist in the literature insofar as the measurement of technical efficiency of decision

making units are concerned: (1) the non-radial measure (Russell CRS and VRS model) founded on the work

ofKoopmans. and (2) the radial measure (CCR and BCC model) based on the work of Farrell. In the current

paper, we have discussed the theoretical underpinnings of these two measures and have applied them to the

real-life data of Indian Pig Iron and Sponge Iron Industry. We have used the fTamework of Data

Envelopment Analysis for this purpose.

The results of the empirical study may be summarizedas und~r:

1. As expected,

(i) the radial measures give higher efficienCy ratings for the DMUs which are not properly

enveloped; and

(ii) the projected input levels for the inefficient units are less than their current values for

both the models.

2. The efficient units are the same for both measures in the short run as well as in the long

run. This, however, is a coincidence, because the efficient units in the radial measures had

zero slack.

3. Both the measures of efficiencyare clearly distinguished in case.of all the inefficientunits
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where their projected input levels contain input slacks in the radial measures, but, in the

non-radial measures, these slacks disappear.

4. The peer groups for the inefficient units are substantially different for both the measures.

5. In both the measures, DMUs stands out as the most dominant (referent) peer among the
0>

efficientunits in the long run. In the short run DMUs 8 and 5 are the most dominant peer

in the radialmeasure whereas DMUs alone appears dominant in the non-radial measure.

An examination of the value of output (= 18.87 million rupees) and in the input levels (raw-

materials = 12.90 million rupees, energy = 1.16 million rupees, wages = 0.53 million rupees and

capital = 10.78 millionrupees) for DMUs indicates that these values are comparable to the range of

output and input values of the inefficientunits.

6. Peer group size has reduced, indicating more' precise' result for the non-radial measure.

7. The ranking of the inefficient units substantially differed in both the measures.

8. The sensitivity analysis carried out under the assumption of CRS on the two models

indicates that only three units, 2, 8 and 11, are efficient, and that they are robust. The

number of efficient units has considerably come down because of the relaxed assumption

of CRS. An examination of the input and output levels of the.~ three units indicates that

these values are very much comparable to the values of the other units.

/
The highest rank correlation obtained trom this new measurl: suggests that this model

should be considered as an alternative DEA model when slack exists and inputs have

differentialimportance in the production process.

Admittedly, the number of units considered in this study is small (only fifteen). Although the re§ults were not

unexpected, we feel that with a larger number of units, we could have got more interesting results. For

example, our results could have shown that a few efficient units in the Farrell's sense turn out to be

inefficient in the Russell's sense; or that certain efficient units are not robust in the face of input

perturbations.
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Table 1: Results oftbe FarreO (CRS) Measure of Technical Efficiency

\

DMUs Fj (Y', . : CRS, S) ')j Input & Output Slacks Ranking
(9) (XI, X2, X3, "-4, y)

1 0.438 AI2 = 0.001 0,0, 0.823, 0.421, 0 12

AlII =1.118
2 1.000 A22 = 1.000 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 1

3 0.613 432 = 0.002 1.169,0,0,0, 0 8

A3. = 0.886

A310= 0.186
4 0.780 A42 = 0.024 26.378, 0, 0, 0; 0 3

, A4. = 0.349
A410 =0.145

5 0.817 A'2 = 0.009 6.181,0,0,0,0 2

A'. = 0.092
A' 10= 0.074

6 0.658 A62= 0.000 9.229, 0, 0, 0, 0 7

A6. = 0.521
A610= 0.034 .

7 0.714 A72 = 0.001 2.480,0,0,0,0 5

A7. = 0.618
A'IO= 0.106

8 1.000 A.. = 1.000 0,0, 0, 0, 0 1
9 0.658 A92 =0.014 0,0, 1.183,0,0 7

A9. =0.170
A910= 0.405

10 1.000 AI010=1.000 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 1
11 0.542 A"2 = 0.217 6.834, 13.507, 0, 0, 0 9

A";= 0.652
12 0.756 A122=0.011 14.151,0,0,0,0 4.

AI2.= 0.417.
A121O= 0.120.

13 0.697 A13. 0.475 44.228, 0, 1.366, 1.491, 0 6.

14 > . 0.441 A142 = 0.011 / 8.299, 0.034, 0, 0, 0 11

AI41O=0.159
15 0.498 Al\ = 0.006 1.086,0,0,0,0 10

A". = 0.487
A" 10= 0.210
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Table 2: Results oftbe Koopmans (CRS) Measure of Technical Efficiency

DMUs RMj (Y', xl : CRS, S) ').} Input and Output Slacks Ranking
(ai, a2 a3 a4) (Xl. X2,X3, , y)

1 0.368 AI8 = 1.147 0,0,0,0,0 10
(0.439,0.418,0.187,0.427)

2 1.000 A22= 1.000 0,0,0,0,0 1

(1.000,1.000,1.000,1.000)
3 0.475 A38= 1.017 0,0,0,0,0 7

(0.494,0.502,0.234,0.670)
4 0.516 A42 =0.039 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 4

(0.219,1.000,0.177,0.669) A48 =0.002 "
5 . 0.539 A\ =0.013 0,0,0,0,0 3

(0.282,0.991,0.140,0.745)
6 0.498 A68 =0.543 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 6

(0.278,0.617,0.423,0.677)
7 0.546 A78 = 0.687 0,0,0,0,0 2

(0.506,0.609,0.301,0.767)
8 1.000 A88 = 1.000 0,0,0,0,0 1

(1.000,1.000,1.000,1.000)
9 0.474 A92 = 0.027 0,0,0,0,0 8

(0.392,0.792,0.032,0.678)
10 1.000 AIOIO=1.000 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 1

(1.000,1.000,1.000,1.000)
11 0.374 AII2 =.226 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 9

(0.443,0.325.0.165,0.561)
12 0.504 AI28=0.772 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 5

(0.303,0.413,0.347,0.955)
13 0.358 AI38=0.475 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 12

(0.085,0.697,0.108,0.540)
14 0.278 AI42=0.014 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 13

(0.123,0.434,0.043,0.511)
15 0.360 ,-us = 0.730 0,0,0,0,0 11

(0.373,0.314,0.143,0.61 I)



,Table 3: Results oftbe BCC (VRS) Measure of Technical Efficiency
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,°

DMUs Fj (y' ,xl : VRS, S) )j Input & Output Slacks Ranking
(9) (Xl. X2,X3,"'" y)

1 0.521 AI2 = 0.006 3.050, 0, 1.130, 3.337, 9
AIR= 0.994 0

0

2 1.000 A22= 1.000 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 1
3 0.621 A32 =0.003 2.244, 0, 0.364, 0, 0 6

A3. = 0.881 ,
A310=0.115

4 0.560 A42=0.018 23.123, 0, 0, 0, 0 3

A4, =0.586
A4.=0.298
A410= 0.098

5 1.000 A' =1.000 0,0,0,0,0 1
6 1.000 A66 =1.000 0,0; 0, 0, 0 1
7 0.871 A7, =0.261 0, 0, 0;484, 0, 1.026 2

A76 =0.176
A7R =0.563

8 1.000 A.R =1.000 0,0,0,0,0 1
9 0.776 A92 =0.002 0, 0.958, 0.991,0, 0 5

A9. = 0.445
A9,0= 0.552

10 1.000 AIOIO=1.ooo 0,0,0,0,0 1
11 0.544 All2 = 0.215 5.852, 13.625, 0, 0, 0 8

All, =0.144
All 10=0.641

12 0.797 AI22 =0.006 10.877,0,0,0,0 4

A12, =0.536
A12. =0.380 ,>

'AI210=O.078 !

13 1.000 AI3.>=1.000 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 1

14 0.598 AI42 =0.000 5.239,0.461,0, 0, 0 7

A14, =0.8660
A1\0 =0.134

15 0.544 AI', =0.237 0, 0.303, 0.079, 0, 0 8"
AU. =0.573
AI"o=O.I90

"
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- n - --- -- --- - -- - -------- _nnn_--
DMUs RMj(y', x: . VRS, S) tJ Input and Output Slacks Ranking

(8., 82 83 84) (x., X2,X3, , y)
1 0.382 1..'2=0.006 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 10

(0.430,0.521,0.173,0.405) 1..'8=0.994
2 1.000 1..22= 1.000 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 I

(1.000,1.000,1.000,1.000)
3 0.477 1..\ =0.001 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 6

(0.493,0.519,0.232,0.666) 1..38=0.999
4 0.560 1..42= 0.007 0,0,0,0,0 5 ,

(0.291,0.518,0.430,1.000) 1..45=0.215
5 1.000 1..\ = 1.000 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 I

(1.000,1.000,1.000,1.000)
6 1.000 1..66= 1.000 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 I

(1.000,1.000,1.000,1.000)
7 0.710 1..\ =0.485 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 2 .

(0.756,0.893,0.458,0.733) 1..78=0.515
8 1.000 1..88 =1.000 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 I

(1.000,1.000,1.000,1.000)
9 0.576 1..95 =0.284 O.0, 0, 0, 0 4

(0.682,0.387,0.236,1.000) 1..98=0.566
1..9/0=0.150

10 1.000 1../0/0=1.000 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 I

(1.000,1.000,1.000,1.000)
11 0.388 1..112=0.196 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 9

(0.454,0.297,0.194,0.608) 1..//8=0.804
12 0.582 A.'25 =0.353 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 3

(0.400,0.538,0.464,0.927) 1..128=0.647
13 1.000 1..1313=1.000 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 1

(1.000,1.000,1.000,1.000)
14 0.459 1..145=0.982 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 7

(0.422,0.424,0.295,0.694) 1..148=0.018
15 0.437 1..155=0.418 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 8

(0.523,0.433,0.204,0.589) 1..158 =0.582
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Table 5: A Comparison Between Present and Projected Input Levels Using Farren (CRS)
Model

Table 6: A Comparison Between Present and Projected Input Levels Using Koopmans

DMUs CI PI CI PI CI PI CI PI

I 33.67 14.75 3.18 1.39 3.25 1.42 28.94 12.68
2 292.43 292.43 89.03 89.03 6.20 6.20 178.68 178.68
3 26.57 16.29 2.35 1.44 2.30 1.41 16.36 10.03
4 51.48 40.15 3.43 2.68 1.35 1.05 10.31 8.04
5 13.61 lU2 U8 0.96 0.58 0.47 3.15 2.57
6 25.21 16.59 1.02 0.67 0.68 0.45 8.64 5.69
7 17.51 12.50 1.31 0.94 1.21 C.86 9.66 6.90
8 12.9 12.9 1.16 U6 0.53 0.53 10.78 10.78
9 19.98 13.15 3.01 1.98 5.15 3.39 7.06 4.65
10 16.37 16.37 1.16 1.]6 4.99 4.99 0.43 0.43
II 149.23 80.88 61.91 33.56 8.48 4.60 71.97 39.01
12 32.87 24.85 2.17 1.64 U8 0.89 8.72 6.59
13 72.22 50.34 0.79 0.55 2.32 1.62 9.48 6.61
14 32.25 14.22 2:78 1.23 1.96 0.86 4.74 2.09
15 25.25 12.58 2.70 1.35 2.70 1.35 12.89 6.42

(CRS ) Model
DMUs CI PI CI PI CI PI CI PI
1 33.67 14.79 3.18 1.33 3.25 0.61 28.94 12.36
2 292.43 292.43 89.03 89.03 6.20 6.20 178.68 178.68'
3 26.57 13.13 2.35 U8 2.30 0.54 16.36 10.97

.4 51.48 11.28 3.43 3.43 1.35 0.24 10.31 6.90
5 13.61 3.84 U8 U7 0.58 0.08 3.15 2.35
6 25.21 7.00 1.02 0.63 0.68 0.29 8.64 S.85

'

7 17.51 8.87 1.31 0.80 1.21 0.36 9.66 7.41
8 12.9 12.9 U6 U6 0.53 0.53 10.78 10.78
9 19.98 7.83 3.01 2.39 5.15 6.17 7.06 4.79
10 16.37 16.37 U6 U6 4.99 4.99 0.43 0.43
II 149.23 66.11 61.91 20.13 8.48 1.40 71.97 40.39
12 32.87 9.96 2.17 0.90 U8 0.41 8.72 8.32
13 72.22 6.13 0.79 0.55 2.32 0.25 9.48 5.12
14

'
32.25 3.97 2.78 1.21 1.96 0.08 4.74 2.42

15 25.25 9.42 2.70 0.85 2.70 0.39 12.89 7.87
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Table 7: A Comparison Between Present and Projected Input Levels Using BCC (VRS)
Model

"..

Table 8: A Comparison Between Present and Projected Input Levels Using Koopmans

DMUs CI PI CI PI CI PI CI PI
1 33.67 17.54 3.18 1.66 3.25 1.69 28.94 15.08
2 292.43 292.43 89.03 89.03 6.20 6.20 178.68 178.68

3 26.57 16.50 2.35 1.46 2.30 1.43 16.36 10.16
4 51.48 41.96 3.43 2.80 1.35 1.10 10.31 8.40
5 13.61 13.61 1.18 1.18 0.58 0.58 3.15 3.15
6 25.21 25.21 1.02 1.02 0.68 0.68 8.64 8.64
7 17.51 15.25 1.31 1.14 1.21 1.05 9.66 8.41
8 12.9 12.9 1.16 1.16 0.53 0.53 10.78 10.78
9 19.98 15.50 3.01 2.34 5.15 4.00 7.06 5.48
10 16.37 16.37 1.16 1.16 4.99 4.99 0.43 0.43
11 149.23 81.18 61.91 33.68 8.48 4.61 71.97 39.15
12 32.87 26.20 2.17 1.73 1.18 0.94 8.72 6.95
13 72.22 72.22 0.79 0.79 2.32 2.32 9.48 9.48
14 32.25 19.29 2.78 1.66 1.96 1.17 4.74 2.84
15 25.25 13.74 2.70 1.47 2.70 1.47 12.89 7.01

.--- -------
DMUs CI . PI CI PI CI PI CI PI
1 33.67 14.48 3.18 1.66 3.25 0.56 28.94 lL73
2 292.43 292.43 89.03 89.03 6.20 6.20 178.68 178.68
3 26.57 13.09 2.35 1.22 2.30 ,0.53 16.36 10.89
4 51.48 15.00 3.43 1.78 1.35 0.58 10.31 10.31
5 13.61 13.61 1.18 1.18 0.58 0.58 3.15 3.15
6 25.21 25.21 1.02 1.02 0.68 0.68 8.64 8.64
7 17.51 13.24 1.31 I.I7 1.21 ,0.55 9.66 7.08
8 12.90 12.90 1.16 1.16 0.53 0.53 10.78 10.78
9 19.98 13.62 3.01 1.17 5.15 1.21 7.06 7.06
10 16.37 16.37 1?16 1.16 4.99 4.99 0.43 0.43
11 149.23 67.79 61.91 18.41 8.48 1.64 71.97 43.75
12 32.87 13.15 2.17 1.17 1.18 0.55 8.72 8.08
13 72.22 72.22 0.79 0.79 2.32 2.32 9.48' 9.48
14 32.25 13.60 2.78 1.18 1.96 0.58 4.74 3.29
15 25.25 13.20 2.70 1.17 2.70 0.55 12.89 7.59
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Table 9: A Comparison of Peer Groups Between Farren (CRS) and Koopmans' (CRS)
Model w.r.t DMUs Under Evaluation

'"

Table 10: A Comparison of Peer Groups Between BCC (VRS) and Koopmans (VRS) Model w.r.t
DMUs Under Evaluation

DMUs Farrell jCRS) Model Koopmans jCRS) Model
Peer Dominant Peer Group Dominant

Group Peer Group Peer Group
1 2,8 8 8 8
2 2 2 2 2
3 2,8,10 8 8 8
4 2,8, 10 8 2,8 2
5 2 8.10 , 8 2 2
6 2,8,10 8 8 8
7 2,8, 10 8 8 8
8 8 8 8 8
9 2,8 10 10 2 2
10 10 10 10 10
11 210 10 2 2
12 2.8.10 8 8 8
13 8 8 8 8
14 2,10 10 2 2
15 2 8,10 8 8 8

DMUs BCC (VRS) Model Koopmans (VRS) Model

Pe;er Dominant Peer Group Dominant

Group Peer Peer Group
-. Group
1 2.8 8 2. S' 8
2 2 2 2 2
3 2.8,10 8 2,8 8
4 2, 5.8 10 5 2,5,8 8
5 5 5 5 5
6 6 6 6 6
7 5,6,8 8 5,8 8
8 8 8 8 8
9 2;8 10 10 5 8. 10 8
10 10 10 10 10
11 2,5,10 10 2,8 8
12 2, 5. 8, 10 5 5,8 8
13 13 13 13 13
14 2,5,10 5 5,8 5
15 5,8,10 8 5,8 8
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Table 11: Production Function Estimation
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
I) Linear Production Function With No Constant

y =-0.13617XI+ 3.3245 X2+ 1.0222 X3+ 1.3870 x..
R2 = 1.0000,iF =0.9999"

2) Linear Production Function With Constant
y =- 1.2097-0.14279Xl + 3.0532 X2 + 1.3436 X3 + 1.5287 x..
R2 = 1.0000, R?= 0.9998

3) C-D Production Function With No Constant
In y =0.79576 In Xl+ 0.76013 In X2- 0.50603 In X3- 0.14181 In x..
R2 = 0.9246, iU=0.81 15

~.

4) C-D Production Function With constant
In y =4.0337 - 1.0136 In Xl+ 0.44341 In X2+ 0.87759 In X3+ 0.84185 In x..

. R2 = 0.9993,iP =0.9965
----------- -------------
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Table 12: Performance of Each Measure Based on Three Criteria
- --------- ---- ------ -- ---- ----------

DEA RTS Method Absolute Difference

Mean Std. Dev. Correlation
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Case I: Linear production (unction with DOconstant

CRS

VRS

Case ll: Linear production (unction with constant

0

Weighted Russell 0.153 0.139 0.793
Russell 0.230 0.203 0.593
FIUT'eIl 0.101 0.099 0.861

Weighted Russell 0.099 0.105 0.921
Russell 0.109 0.121 0.896 "
FIUT'eIl 0.087 0.060 0.914

CRS Weighted Russell 0.176 0.156 0.807
Russell 0.241 0.219 0.611
Farrell 0.116 0.109 0.861

VRS Weighted Russell 0.106 0.108 0.929
Russell 0.112 0.128 0.889
Farrell 0.091 0.064 0.918

Case m: C-D production (unction with no constant

CRS Weighted Russell 0.376 0.227 0.486. Russell 0.475 0.232 0.404
Farrell 0.321 0.236 0.171

.
VRS Weighted Russell 0.344 0.215 0.471

Russell 0.371 0.255 0.154
Farrell " 0.270 0.219 0.089

.
Case IV: C-D production (unction with constant

0

CRS Weighted Russell 0.201 0.143 0.789
Russell 0.298 0.206 0.618
Farrell 0.155 0.114 0.746

VRS
"

Weighted Russell 0.142 0.152 0.832
Russell 0.152 0.165 0.629
Farrell 0.091 0.081 0.718

--------

----- --- ------- -- ---------- ---- --

DMU p' XI XI X2 X2 X3 X3 "" ""

2 2.311915 292.43 676.073 89.03 205.83 6.20 14.334 178.68 413.093
8 2.049137 12.90 26.434 1.16 2.377 0.53 1.086 10.78 22.090
10 5.895035 16.37 96.502 1.16 6.838 4.99 29.416 0.43 2.535
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Fig. I: Radial and Non-radial measures of technical efficiency under CRS and VRS technology
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